If you have the vision we’ve got the drive

The all-new Audi RS 6 Avant

Performance is an attitude

Audi Vorsprung durch Technik
Discover enduring fascination from your very first drive with the all-new Audi RS 6 Avant. This luxurious model combines sportiness and practical, everyday driveability to create a compelling new take on high-performance motoring. Not only does its roaring 441kW engine provide power on demand, its spacious rear luggage compartment gives you plenty of room to fit adventure into your daily life.

Regardless of whether you’re planning a family trip, a business-meets-pleasure excursion or a gear-heavy weekend away, the RS 6 Avant has the drive you need to make your vision an exhilarating reality.
The release of the all-new Audi RS 6 Avant ushers in a new chapter of the history of the high-performance station wagon.

More power and efficiency have made the RS 6 Avant the perfect companion for every purpose. Its V8 engine growls with sportiness and appeal as it delivers 441 kW of power, propelling this dynamic vehicle from zero to 100 km/h in just 3.6 seconds. With its eight-speed tiptronic gearbox, quattro all-wheel drive and RS adaptive air suspension, the RS 6 Avant automatically delivers power to the wheels with the best traction giving you an agile, powerful drive that rises to the challenge, every time.
Though the all-new RS 6’s characteristic Avant silhouette may dominate its side view, there is no denying its voracious hunger for speed.

RS-specific sills with black inserts emphasise this estate’s pronounced forward thrust. The dynamic rear is shaped and refined by the roof edge spoiler and an RS-specific bumper with rear diffuser and design elements in glossy black. In hallmark RS style, the exhaust system flows to both sides of the rear ending in oval chrome-coloured tailpipes. The designed is finished with a panoramic sunroof for an even greater sense of freedom.
Charismatic and full of character, the new Audi RS 6 Avant’s pioneering interior design accentuates its high-performance heart with a sleek, driver-centric design. The Audi virtual cockpit’s RS displays give you all the information you need, including a temperature and status overview of key components, available acceleration and tyre pressure readings.

All of this from the comfort of the RS 6 Avant’s luxuriously appointed interior.
The all-new Audi RS 6 Avant includes the full suite of Audi connect services as part of its standard specification, giving you a host of easy-to-use navigation, infotainment and safety and security features.

**Advanced safety and security**
Enjoy more confidence in your safety, and the safety of the things that matter to you, with automatic emergency calls in the event of a significant accident. You’ll also have Remote Access which allows you to manage your car from wherever you are.

**Enhanced navigation and infotainment**
Discover the best route to your destination or explore your favourite music, social media or news and weather services, without interrupting your drive.

Audi connect is not supported outside of South Africa
RS 6

Model highlights

- Honeycomb stitched Valcona leather
- 22-inch wheels with RS brakes
- Audi laser lights & Matrix LED headlights
- RS sport exhausts
- Audi connect
- RS adaptive air suspension
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Find your nearest Audi Sport Dealer